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I am a realistic figurative painter focusing on culture, family, friends and identity. I started my art
here in Herbert H. Lehman College, a City University of New York in the 2019 Fall semester, inspired by
my family. My works were composed of past events, touching on what being Puerto Rican means to me,
important and memorable times in my family's history, our culture and our bonds. The year-long pause
during the global pandemic along with the Black Lives Matter movements have given me a lot to reflect on
and have changed my priorities in the 2021 Spring semester. I became inspired by my friends who I look
to as family, more conscious of the present, and what being a woman of color in America means
today. Throughout my life, I have found little representation for artists who are women and less for women
of color, and I emphasized this topic in this series. I looked to strong women of color who represent strength
and resilience, that have manifested their creative abilities, have been involved and have been able to spread
positivity in ways that were not seen as the norm before COVID-19. These women have adjusted,
persevered and remained effective throughout these unprecedented times.
In this body of work, I have created four pieces. My art is a layering of paintings done on wood
panels and plexiglass. I incorporated the struggles experienced through the pandemic as added obstacles
for women in the creative industry. I combined two surfaces; wood to represent life and plexiglass to
represent how we have had to protect ourselves through separation. Vibrant acrylic colors are used on both
the wood and plexiglass to represent the moods, professions and activities of the subjects. My process
involves starting each painting by drawing the subject in pencil on the wood panel and filling in the
background colors with acrylic paint. I then work on the subjects’ skin, hair and clothes. The acrylic is
diluted with water leaving parts of the wood totally raw and exposed as highlights in the faces, necks and
arms. The plexiglass is placed over the wood panel, areas are marked off, and painted for the second layer
of the work. The patterns on the plexiglass may be abstract or reflective of what the subject does
directly. The mediums used in this series are pencil, acrylic paint, gouache, and gold leaf. Wood glue
along with epoxy glue are used to hold these pieces together. The four compositions are similar in size and
proportions, ranging from 24”x30” to 24”x36”. There were some difficulties originally assembling the first
painting but adjustments were made in the final three paintings. All of the portraits aim to bring exposure
to Black and Hispanic women working and doing what they love.
Through this semester’s processes, I have looked to different artists for inspiration and
reference. The four artists I found most interesting are Firelei Baez, Shajzia Sikander, Robert Rauschenberg
and Nobuhiro Nakanishi. Firelei Baez is a Dominican female artist who focuses her work on black female
perspective using female figures and patterns, abstract backgrounds and layering throughout different
portraits. Shajzia Sikander, a Pakistani woman who has created portraits and other paintings highlighting
different world views and religions. Her use of abstract background, portraits and layered helped create
different styles seen in my paintings. I also looked to Robert Rauschenberg, viewing his layered prints,
collages and works such as “The 1/4 Mile or 2 Furlong Piece” where transparent layers are used. I found
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Nobuhiro Nakanishi’s layering of glass and photos to create 3D images to be the most interesting, though
his work is created by combining layers of photos, I looked to his work as a reference for space and
placement.
The first painting I completed this semester is a 24”x36” portrait of Shayla (Shayz Dayz) Diaz,
titled “Behind the Plexi; Shayla.” Shayla has a basketball based multimedia outlet called Shayz Dayz.
Through Shayz Dayz, she provides a platform for different people, places and things in the basketball
community that are not usually seen throughout mainstream media. While constructing this work I
contemplated her efforts and effects on the street basketball community and who is impacted during these
gatherings. I used yellow, blue and white stripe-like marks to represent the spectators, players and
movements seen during a game along with white circular patterns seen as street lights and camera flashes
occurring in the crowd. Shayla is portrayed holding a camera, recording a tournament, as well as holding
a phone to show her multimedia platform work. Black and greenish blue highlights bring attention to her
naturally big and curly hair, a key focal point for many women of black and Hispanic descent. The image
on plexiglass is placed upside down; a simple line painting of a basketball going through a hoop and hands
reaching towards the basket to catch the rebound, characterize the players, games and crowds she records.
The second painting is a 24”x 30” portrait of Anjanette (Angie) Merric, titled “Behind the plexi;
Anjanette.” Anjanette Is a member and performer of Your Queens Inc., the first African Royalty character
company. Your Queens Inc. depicts the real African history of queens and kings through storytelling, song
and dance. Anjanette, along with her performance company, positively depicts historical stories of royal
African lineage, through costumed characters, teaching children to push through today’s constant cycles of
injustice, racism, depression, doubt and fear. After drawing in the figure, I represented calmness and
understanding they thrive to display with the curved oblong shapes and blue tones used in the background. I
began to layer in black and white watered down acrylic paint in her tulle skirt and started drawing and
filling in the energetic colors and patterns of her dashiki. Gold leaf was added in place of her jewelry which
helps identify her as the royal figures she depicts during her shows. I used the same processes for the skin
tones as in the first portrait, diluting natural skin colors with water and leaving exposed wood areas
throughout her face, neck, chest and arms. There are white African tribal markings painted on Anjanette’s
face representing heritage and she wears a bright red head wrap as a queen would a crown. The plexiglass
is layered over the wood, mirroring the rhythm of the background shapes in outlines of bright greens, pinks
and yellows to symbolize the lively dances and movements that are used to tell their stories.
The third piece is a 24”x30” portrait of Agela (Spinelli) Mack, titled “Behind the plexi;
Agela.” Agela is a Miami based DJ called Spinelli. As a DJ, Agela brings people together, allowing them
to express themselves, feel good and develop a sense of community in one space for a few hours under a
common theme. Music is spiritual and helps people submit to one’s true nature, especially in times of stress
and hardship. This night time feel was created with dark blues, greys and whites in the background to
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create the Miami scenery. I captured the energy, music, and feelings of a party using the neon paints to
represent the lighting and reflections bouncing off of her shirt, arms face and equipment. The process for
the skin slightly differed from the other portraits because of the neon reflections on the skin; fewer natural
skin tones were added throughout her face, arms and hands, but there are still raw wood areas remain as
highlights. This portrait is different from the others in that the perspective of it is from behind the subject,
the viewer is meant to look out into the space in front of her and at her equipment instead of directly at
her. The plexiglass that lays on top of the wood panel consists of line paintings done in neon colored paint
showing different decor, a mic, mic stand, lighting and suspended scaffolding that hang above the party.
The fourth piece is a 24’ X 30” self-portrait titled “Behind the Plexi; Janina”. Throughout my ten
plus years of working with students and athletes from kindergarten to twelfth grade in afterschool programs,
in schools as a substitute teacher and TA and now as an art teacher. I have always been driven by seeing
children grow through the power of what was taught to them. Having daily contact with students helps to
nurture their creativity, gain trust and create lifelong bonds that they may not have in their lives
otherwise. This portrait was started by filling in all the figures of the painting, and unlike the others I started
by painting the figures’ clothes first. The wood panel displays a sense of togetherness and family shown
by the monochromatic colors depicted in the basketball uniforms as well as seen in how everyone’s eyes
are set focused on one piece of paper while standing shoulder to shoulder in a circle. The scene shows a
moment during a timeout in a boy’s middle school basketball game where the coach, myself, is showing
the players a quick play for the team to execute. The background is a dark indigo with the same circular
patterns as the first work of this semester to portray the flashes of the spectators’ cameras. The hair of each
team member was filled in next, providing texture and highlights of young men who are of mixed races and
colors. Last the skin tones are filled in varying from dark skin to light skin. The plexi is placed over the
wood, with segmented court outlines in white and blue and red X’s, O’s and arrows to represent a simple
basketball play drawn out, bringing the piece together as a whole.
Through these two years of being in CUNY Lehman College as an Art student, I learned many
things about the art community. This semester alone has taught me not to take for granted how important
it is being in a single space where artists come to be creative together. Learning to speak about my own art
as well as others’ helped me have a better understanding of my paintings structure and of the messages I
may be portraying through my work. I have learned what I like and what I don’t like and have been able
to apply different methods I may have never considered using prior to this experience. As I move forward,
toward my Art teaching certification and Master’s degree, I will be able to carry out these same learnings
with my students, teach young people about artists who look like us and inspire girls of color to become
comfortable and confident within their own creative space.
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Behind the Plexi; Shayla
24” x 36”
Pencil, Acrylic, and gouache on wood panel and plexiglass
Spring 2021
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Behind the Plexi; Angie
24” x 30”
pencil, acrylic, gold leaf and gouache on wood panel and plexiglass
Spring 2021
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Behind the Plexi; Agela
24” x 30”
Pencil, Acrylic, and gouache on wood panel and plexiglass
Spring 2021
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Behind the Plexi; Janina
24” x 30”
Pencil, Acrylic, and gouache on wood panel and plexiglass
Spring 2021
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